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ABSTRACT: A simplified mechanism of polymer aging has been proposed to simulate
the effect of diffusion on degradation processes. Simple observations have been made
on different events simulated using a modelization of the diffusion of low mass species:
(1) the bulk oxidation rate, in the case of heterogeneous oxidation, is proportional to
the square root of the initiation rate (formation of radicals) . (2) The relative oxidation
profile (relative to the surface oxidation) as a function of aging time is not constant.
(3) The initial concentration of oxygen has, in some cases, a large influence on the
apparent bulk oxidation rate during all the degradation processes. (4) The same obser-
vation is made for model samples stored in air and aged in inert atmosphere. (5)
When heterogeneous oxidation occurs in samples containing antioxidant additives, the
concentration of antioxidant has an effect on the induction period and on the bulk
oxidation rate (this is not the case for homogeneous oxidation). (6) When heterogeneous
oxidation occurs, the effect of antioxidant mobility can be practically neglected when
Doxygen /Dantioxidant (DÅ diffusion coefficient) varies from to 100 to 1. (7) The time required
to reach a pseudostationary state (corresponding to the egality of oxidation rate and
oxygen diffusion rate) can be interpreted by a simple induction period (antioxidant
consumption and/or hydroperoxide accumulation). q 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. J Appl
Polym Sci 66: 435–444, 1997

Key words: stimulation; heterogeneous aging; oxidation profile; crosslinking; diffu-
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INTRODUCTION model is currently accepted concerning the case
of polyolefins.6

Most polymer aging mechanisms involving oxida-
tion phenomena lead to problems of heteroge- Initiation: polymer r radicals P• (ri )
neous degradation when thick samples are in-

Propagation: P• / O2 r PO•
2 (K2)volved.

Literature has first focused on the problems of PO•
2 / PH r PO2H / P• (K3)

characterization of oxidation profiles by infrared
Termination: P• / P• r (K4)microscopy1 and indirect methods.2,3

The second interest in this research area is the P• / PO•
2 r inactive (K5)

modelization of oxidation profiles.4–6 A general
PO•

2 / PO•
2 r species (K6)

Assuming that a stationary state is obtained,
Correspondence to : P. Dole.

the rate of oxygen consumption can be written as
Journal of Applied Polymer Science, Vol. 66, 435–444 (1997)
q 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. CCC 0021-8995/97/030435-10 follows:
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r [O2] Å
a[O2]

1 / b[O2]

For high oxygen concentration, r[O2] Å a /b,
and for low values of oxygen concentration, r[O2]

Å a[O2].
A transition domain is observed for [O2]c

É b01 .
Figure 1 Molecule displacements.When heterogeneous degradation is obtained,

it can be considered that a stationary state is
reached between the oxygen diffusion process (as-

oxidant diffusion rate, induction time connectedsuming Fick’s law) and oxygen consumption:
to the reach a stationary state. These points will
be discussed in this article, which proposes a sim-

D Å Ì
2[O2]
Ìx2 0 r [O2] Å 0. ple simulation method of degradation processes

in polymers. The advantage of such a model is to
observe simultaneously the evolution of the con-When [O2]õ [O2]c , the relative oxidation (rela-
centration profile of the different species, and thetive to the surface) at a distance x from the sur-
variation of chain scission and crosslinking eventsface is equal to:
within the bulk.

R (x ) Å cosh(
√
k /D (k 0 L /2))

cosh(
√
k /DL /2) Simulation

where k is the first order constant rate. Diffusion

The diffusion model derives from a geodesic con-When
cept. The polymeric membrane section is repre-
sented as a regular network of pixels that are the[O2] ú [O2]c , R (x ) Å 1, r [O2] Å cste Å r0 ,
‘‘nets.’’ The displacements of the diffusant mole-

and [O2] Å [O2]2 / (r0 /2D ) x (x 0 L ) cules follow definite lines between two nets (Fig.
1). To give an idea of the dimensions simulated,
the separating length between two nets is consid-where [O2]s is the oxygen concentration at the

surface. ered to be about 0.5 nm. All the elementary dis-
placements have, therefore, the same length. InThe third interest is to understand the effect

of heterogeneous degradation on the bulk proper- this case, the chosen network is a two-dimen-
sional square angle lattice, in order to constructties of macromolecular materials. In some cases

the evidence of heterogeneous degradation is a simple computer image. For esthetic reasons the
sites are disposed as on a draughtboard. The dis-made directly by complete changes in properties:

for example, increases of tensile strength at high placements are then oriented in the diagonal di-
rections according to Figure 4, but the directionsg dose rate or high temperature (crosslinking re-

actions), and decrease of tensile strength at low are random, using the random function of the
computer. The two faces of the membrane are rep-temperature or low g dose rates (chain scission

reactions).7,8 In other cases heterogeneous oxida- resented by vertical lines. The thickness of the
membrane is then given by the number of netstion has only an incidence on the bulk apparent

rate of bulk property changes9: the more hetero- between these limiting lines. In the given results,
the membrane is 100 pixels high. According to thegeneous is the oxidation, the less is the apparent

degradation rate. This leads to an apparent varia- choice of the draughtboard shape, only half of the
sites are limiting the membrane on each side. Thetion of the activation energy.10 Finally, in other

cases mechanical properties are connected to the considered thicknesses vary from 10 to 100. For
the maximum thickness, the number of accessibledegradation of the material at the surface, but not

connected to the whole degradation of the mate- sites in the whole membrane is then 5000.
The algorithm runs in loops, during which timerial.11 Some more complex effects of the diffusion

limited processes have never been treated: effect all the molecules present in the membrane are
displaced. The duration of a loop is the unity ofof the initial oxygen concentration, effect of anti-
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time. At the beginning of each cycle a defined The modeling of the five types of reactions is
not made with a given order for each loop. Allnumber of new molecules are implanted on both

limiting lines. The unity of pressure is then the reactions, whatever their type, are considered in
a random order.number of the incident molecules per limiting site.

The number of impacts is defined but the localiza- The consideration of the reaction of oxygen
with the antioxidant additive is approached dif-tion of an impact is random. The condition of ad-

sorption is that the chosen limiting sites must be ferently. kaox is supposed to have an infinite value.
The reaction is concomitant with the modeling ofempty. Thus, the displacements for all the mole-

cules are random and at least the molecules will the displacement of molecules. Before the dis-
placement of oxygen and antioxidant additive, ad-be moved one after an other according to the ini-

tially chosen displacements. It takes into account jacent pairs of oxygen/antioxidant are destroyed.
Two different methods could be chosen to modelthe fact that two molecules cannot occupy the

same position. A given molecule is displaced after the displacement of antioxidant additive, which
has necessary a lower diffusion coefficient com-a test of vacancy of the receiving site: if the site

is yet occupied, the orientations of the displace- pared to the diffusion coefficient of oxygen (a
times minor): make the displacement of 1/a mole-ments of the incident and the placed molecule are

inverted. Here, the test of vacancy consists arbi- cules at each loop, or make the displacement of
all molecules every ‘‘a’’ loops. The second methodtrarly in three consecutive attempts. Then, if no

solution is found to place the incident molecule, has been chosen.
The mechanism proposed here does not corre-this will be stopped. The reality of our method of

arbitration will not be discussed in this article. spond to the reality (no propagation with the hy-
droperoxy radical) . But the kinetics of oxygenThe desorption event occurs when a diffusing

molecule crosses one of the limits. This can, there- consumption should be the same: for low concen-
trations of oxygen, first-order kinetics, and zero-fore, occur at any moment of the sequence of the

displacements of the molecules. order kinetics for high partial pressure of oxygen,
because when a critical oxygen concentration isIn this simulation where the membrane has

only two dimensions, assuming the fact that the reached, all activated sites (radical) present at
least one oxygen molecule on adjacent sites.frequency of jumps is equal to 1 in this case and

that the displacements are diagonal, the value of
D in the ideal case will be equal to: Parameters

Thickness: to obtain heterogeneous degradation,D Å 1
4*1,4142 Å 0,5 in pixel unities.

high thicknesses of 100 pixels are mainly consid-
ered in this study. However, in the first part,Reactions
where unperturbed oxidation kinetics are studied,

To simplify the modeling of the degradation pro- homogeneous behavior is necessary. In contrast,
cess, the mechanism described above has been re- a value of only 10 pixels has been taken for this
duced: particular case.

Oxygen pressure: with the exeption of the study
Initiation: P1 r P• (kinit) of oxidation kinetics and the study of the effect of

oxygen concentration, high values of oxygen pres-Oxidation: P•/O2 r oxidized specie (kox) sure will be preferred to observe zero-order and
Termination: P•/P• r P0P (kcros) first-order kinetics regions on the thick sample.

Antioxidant partial pressure has been taken asP• r P (klifetime) equal to zero. This case corresponds generally to
Protection: O2/ antioxidant r M (kaox) real aging conditions except for aging in an en-

closed atmosphere.
Constant rates are expressed by the probabilityReaction rates are proportional to the number

of sites taken randomly (among all types of poly- of reaction of each site per loop of the programm.
Oxidation of crosslinked sites: taking into ac-mer sites) per loop in the program.

Reactions between two species are possible if count steric perturbation of these events the con-
stant rate of the reaction has been taken as equalthe first one is chosen among the sites taken ran-

domly and if the second species is adjacent to the to zero.
Oxygen initial concentration has been gener-first one.
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Using the isotherm, given values of oxygen con-
centration can be imposed by control of oxygen
pressure. The variation of the number of oxidized
sites has been recorded at each imposed oxygen
concentration (thin membrane, 10 pixels thick, in
order to obtain homogeneous degradation pro-
cess). Assuming that the kinetics of oxidation is
first order, first-order constants can be calculated
taking the slope of ln (1 0 X ) Å f (t ) curves (X
Å conversion yield). The usually observed varia-
tion of the first-order constant rate of oxidationFigure 2 Isotherm of sorption of the simulated sample.
is verified in our simulation. The basic scheme
generally proposed is found again: first-order ki-
netics at low oxygen concentration and zero-orderally taken equal to zero. This case does not corre-
kinetics at high oxygen concentration. For koxspond to the real aging conditions or the acceler- Å 0.5, the critical oxygen concentration is closedated aging conditions. The problem of the initial
to 0.06. This value varies with kox: when kox de-concentration is that the initial conditions are of-
creases, the critical oxygen concentration in-ten unknown (equilibrium of sorption or not, and
creases (cf. Fig. 3).difference of solubilities between storage and ac-

celerated aging conditions).
Antioxidant concentration: except for the study Effect of Initiation Rate

of the effect of antioxidant additive, this value has
The effect of initiation rate on oxidation profilesbeen taken equal to zero (pure mechanism).
is often modeled by the simple method of the TOLCrosslinking constant rate: same remark as
Å thickness of oxidized layer.12,13 The TOL is de-above.
fined as the half thickness of a sample thatOxidation constant rate: as in real cases, this
reaches the critical oxygen concentration in theconstant has generally been taken as quite high:
middle of the cross section. This method is also0.1, 0.5 (control of the kinetics principally by the
applied to the case of zero-order kinetics:initiation process).

Initiation constant rate: taking into account
the last remark, this value has been taken quite [O2]xÅ1/2 Å [O2]c Å [O2]s /

ro

2D
1 (x 0 L )

low: generally 0.004.
When no crosslinking events are modeled, it is

important to impose a termination event in order Å [O2]s 0
ro (2TOL)2

8Dto limit the accumulation of radicals. The lifetime
of radicals has been taken as equal to 100 loops.

TOL Å
√

2D ( [O2]s 0 [O2]c)
ro

.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the case of g irradiation, it can be assumed

that the initiation rate is proportional to the doseCharacterization of the System
rate.

The sorption isotherm is given in Figure 2. As two
molecules cannot occupy the same site, Henry’s
law is verified only for low concentrations. The
shape of the isotherm corresponds, in fact, to a
Langmuir equation. Authors want to underline
that the simulation suppositions do not corre-
spond to a Langmuir type sorption because mole-
cules are not adsorbed on Langmuir sites. The
interest of this ‘‘false’’ Langmuir simulation will
be exposed in another publication. In this article,
only the effect of oxygen concentration will be dis- Figure 3 Effect of the oxidation constant rate on the

critical oxygen concentration.cussed.
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pixels) , heterogeneous oxidation is observed. Oxi-
dation profiles, presented in Figure 4, are shown
as mass profiles: each oxidation event is assumed
to induce a chain scission, and is also counted
negatively. It can be seen in Figure 4 that a nega-
tive variation of TOL with this dose rate is ob-
served, as predicted by the equation given above.
But it can be observed that the measurement of
the TOL would be quite difficult in this case.

The bulk variation of the oxidation yield in the
case of heterogeneous oxydation profiles has been
studied. It can be observed in Figure 5 that when
the evolution is shown as a function of a reduced
time scale (aging time multiplied by initiation
constant rate) no master curve is observed. This
phenomena is observed in the case of real aging
mechanisms. Particularly, the reduced time
should represent a g dose. For a given dose, the
authors have often observed a decrease of the deg-
radation yield with increasing dose rate. This
problem is directly due to the heterogeneity of the
sample. Even if heterogeneous degradation oc-
curs, an apparent (average value) first-order con-
stant rate of oxidation can be calculated (a nearly
linear relation of ln [(1 0 x ) Å f (time)].

The variation of this constant with the square
root of the initiation constant rate is shown in
Figure 6. A linear variation is obtained. It must
also be underlined that if a linear dependence
with the square root of the initiation rate is ob-

Figure 4 Effect of the initiation constant rate in the tained, the method is not the same as the method
case of heterogeneous oxidation profiles. of TOL. The method of the total integral used here

(bulk variation of oxidation yield) takes into ac-
count the two different regions of the oxidation
profile: zero-order kinetics region at the surfaceConsidering the mechanism described in the

introduction, the unperturbed oxidation rate ro and first-order kinetics region in the bulk. In the
should also be proportional to the square root of
the dose rate. Also, the thickness of the oxidized
layer should be proportional to the reciprocal of
the square root of the square root of the dose rate.
However, Papet12 showed in the case of the sim-
plest polyolefin (although polyethylene should fol-
low perfectly the model generally given in the bib-
liography) that the thickness of the oxidized layer
was proportional to the reciprocal of the square
root of the dose rate.

In the case simulated in this study, the simpli-
fied mechanism proposed leads to a proportional-
ity between kinit and the first-order constant rate
of oxidation: it can be verified that the limit values
of the first-order constant rate of oxidation are
equal to the kinit imposed values when these obser-
vations are made in the case of thin membranes Figure 5 Effect of the initiation constant rate: simu-

lation of a dose effect.(10 pixels) . With thick simulated samples (100
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decrease can be considerable (solubility divided,
for example, by 2 when the variation is 1007C).
Under these conditions, the aging mechanism is
not representative. The two situations above have
been simulated and compared to a situation with-
out oxygen at time 0. At the chosen pressure (0.2)
the equilibrium concentration is equal to 0.2. It
can be seen in Figure 7 that the three situations
are very different: (a) first case: oxygen initial
concentration Å 0. The oxygen profile becomes
constant almost instantaneously; stationary state
between oxygen diffusion and oxygen consump-
tion is reached. (b) Second case: oxygen initial
concentration Å oxygen solubility. The oxygen
profile varies slowly from the strength line to the
constant profile of the previous case. The oxida-
tion is homogeneous during this first step. (c)
Third case: oxygen initial concentration Å oxygen
solubility 1 2.

In the first step a desorption profile is observed.
The second step corresponds to the previous case.
As the equilibrium concentration is greater than

Figure 6 Variation of the apparent first-order rate of the critical oxygen concentration, no incidence of
oxidation as a function of the square root of the initia- the desorption step is observed on the oxidation
tion constant rate. profile. However, the period of homogeneous oxi-

dation increases.
Figure 8 shows the evolution of the bulk oxida-case of TOL, only the first one is considered. In

tion yield with aging time in the three conditionsfact, as the zero-order oxidation rate and the first-
described. The excess of oxygen ( ‘‘excess’’ com-order constant rate are both proportional to ri ( in
pared to the stationary oxygen profile) leads tothe simulated mechanism) a similar variation
the observation of an apparent induction period,with ri is observed.
which could be interpreted in a chemical mecha-
nistic way if the degradation was considered to be

Effect of Oxygen Initial Concentration homogeneous: accumulation of a reactive species,
change of mechanism, etc. Moreover, the slope ofDegradation mechanism studies are often made the curves in their second step is different. Theon thin films of pure polymers, because most of oxidation rate appears to be higher in the case of

these studies are made by FTIR analysis, which simulated samples with high oxygen concentra-
require such samples. In this case, it can be as- tion. This is only due to the fact that oxidation
sumed that oxygen solubility is reached quite profiles are different, and also that the apparent
quickly. But when mechanical properties or other bulk oxidation rate is different (the bulk rate has
physicochemical properties are studied, thick ma- to be distinguished from the local oxidation rate).
terials are often used. Pauly14 made the calcula- This remark should be better illustrated at a high
tion of oxygen profiles of 4 mm-thick unsaturated oxygen pressure in our simulation algorithm, such
polyester samples, which were destinated to be as P Å 0.8. Thus, the initial concentrations used
aged by g irradiation: solubility is reached after above are less than the solubility. No apparent in-
100 days of storage time at ambient temperature. duction period is observed; the oxidation profile is
In the case of a phenolic plastic, solubility is different in the three cases, and also, as in the previ-
reached after 100 years of storage. ous cases, the apparent bulk oxidation rate in-

Even if samples are stored for a sufficient time, creases with the initial oxygen concentration (even
another problem must be considered concerning if the initial oxygen quantity is quickly consumed).
thermal aging: when samples are put in venti-

Aging in Inert Atmospherelated ovens for accelerated aging, they are submit-
ted to a temperature variation from 20 to 1007C If the outside oxygen pressure is equal to zero,

the simulation can be compared to aging in inertor more. Oxygen solubility varies drastically. The
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Figure 7 Effect of oxygen initial concentration for samples under low pressure pro-
files.

atmosphere. The first-order kinetic is followed in shape of the desorption profile. It could be evi-
denced that at short time, aging in an inert atmo-the first step of the process (excess of oxygen). It

is obvious that when the oxygen initial concentra- sphere is similar to an aging at the pressure,
which corresponds to the initial concentration.tion increases, the maximal oxidation yield also

increases. The interesting result is that in this Such types of aging should be interpreted as post-
annealing, postvulcanization in real cases and notcase the oxidation profile, which would be in-

verted. The sample is more degraded in the bulk oxidation. It must be emphasized that in these
cases, the oxidation yield at the surface is equalthan at the surface, which corresponds to the
to zero, and this can lead to mistakes in interpre-
tation if only surface analyses are made.

Aging of Protected Samples

Contrary to homogeneous aging, Figure 9 shows
that when heterogeneous degradation occurs, no
important induction time is observed, the con-
sumption of antioxidant occurs progressively
throughout the degradation process, and is di-
rectly connected to the variation of oxygen and
antioxidant profiles. Oxygen diffuses progres-
sively in the bulk and the antioxidant profile also
decreases progressively. Another consequence of
this phenomena is that the apparent first-order
constant of oxidation varies with the antioxidantFigure 8 Effect of oxygen initial concentration for

samples under low pressure kinetics. concentration. Verdu15 showed the same type of
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modulus profiling the different cases of degrada-
tion profiles that could be obtained.18 Consider the
effect on the whole properties evolution: in the
proposed simulation, it has been considered that
all oxidation events led to a scission reaction;
moreover, this event occurs instantaneously.
This, of course, does not reflect the reality. The
results are presented using the difference of the
numbers of crosslinking events and chain scission
events (N ) .

When crosslinking constant rate is significant
compared to the oxidation, it has been verifiedFigure 9 Effect of antioxidant concentration kinetics.
that the bulk evolution can be, in fact, considered
as a pure crosslinking modification, although the
modifications at the surface correspond to a pureprofiles in the case of ‘‘real’’ samples of crosslinked
oxidative mechanism.polyethylene.

When the oxidation constant rate is more sig-The effect of the diffusion coefficient has been
nificant, two interesting situations can be ob-studied in the range
served (Fig. 11): (1) N reaches a maximum value
and then decreases: the decrease is due to the

1 õ
DO2

DAntiox
õ 100. stable oxygen concentration profile being reached,

or (as the case here) the decrease is due to the
high consumption of reactive sites in the bulk dur-A small effect can be observed on the profiles in
ing the first step of the process (second order reac-Figure 10. The greater the antioxidant mobility
tion of crosslinking). (2) When K crosslinking isis, the better the protective effect of the additive
very low, no increase of N is observed. The firstis. Two points must be stressed. In fact, it can be
case described should be interpreted by postcur-verified that very weak effect on the evolution of
ing effects on unaged material, and the secondthe bulk oxidation yeld is observed. This observa-
case should be interpreted as an induction period.tion should not be made in the case of homoge-

neous oxidation (lower oxidation constant rate
value, and lower antioxidant consumption rate
value). In this case, the desorption profile of anti-
oxidant additive should be observed, and as a con-
sequence, the antioxidant efficiency should be
lower for high values of antioxidant mobility.

Crosslinking/Chain Scissions

The evaluation of the aging of materials is often
made by mechanical properties. The end-life crite-
ria employed is often the half value of the initial
ultimate elongation. In the case of g irradiation
of polymeric materials, Wilsky showed that this
value was corresponding to a constant lethal dose
for low dose rates (homogeneous oxidation) and
was increasing with increasing high dose rate
(heterogeneous oxidation) up to a constant value
in some cases (equivalent to aging in inert
gas).16,17 In some cases, this evolution is only due
to the decrease of oxidation reaction in the bulk
at high dose rates. In other cases, this evolution
is also due to the occurrence of crosslinking reac-

Figure 10 Effect of antioxidant mobility profiles.tions in the bulk. Clough and Gillen showed by
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aging. The model presented in this article is calcu-
lated with a simplified mechanism that only leads
to general remarks on heterogeneous degrada-
tion: (1) the square root of the initiation constant
rate is proportional to the bulk oxidation rate,
when total heterogeneous oxidation occurs (no ox-
idation in the bulk material) . (2) The initial con-
centration of oxygen has a large incidence on the
evolution of the bulk oxidation yield in all cases
simulated: aging in inert gas, aging in conditions
where the oxygen solubility is less or more than
the solubility in initial storage conditions. (3) An-
tioxidant concentrations can influence the appar-
ent oxidation rate in heterogeneous degradation
conditions, even if the oxidation is totally inhib-Figure 11 kox/kcross Å 1; effect of crosslinking con-
ited in homogeneous degradation conditions (thestant rate kinetics.
so-called induction period of antioxidant con-
sumption). (4) When crosslinking reactions occurPseudoconstant Oxidation Profile
in the bulk material, different types of evolutionThe last point that must be underlined is that
can be observed, easily leading to errors in inter-some articles often present the results of microde-
pretation. (5) It has been clearly illustrated thattermination of heterogeneous oxidation with rela-
oxidation profiles are not constant with agingtive oxidation profiles. Contrary to the general un-
time.derstanding, as the oxidation kinetics are first or-

The second part of this study is presently beingder (relative to reactive sites), the oxidation
studied: simulation of a complex oxidation mecha-profile is not constant, as shown in Figure 12.
nism taking into account all types of radical sec-
ondary reactions leading to chains scissions, accu-CONCLUSION
mulation of hydroperoxides, and all possible types
of termination reactions. The spatial repartitionSimulations of heterogeneous degradation may

constitute a new approach to the study of polymer of all types of species should open new fields of

Figure 12 Variation of the relative oxidation profile.
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